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ABSTRACT
Visual attention in tranquility evaluations has been examined by eye tracking experiments using audiovisual materials collected in traditional villages of China. The results show that without sound stimuli, the attention areas in tranquility evaluations are more concentrated, compared with those in visual aesthetic quality evaluations. With sound stimuli, the attention areas of tranquility evaluations disperse significantly from those without sound stimuli, where artificial sounds tend to expand the visual attention area on corresponding artificial landscape elements, whereas natural sounds promote larger attention areas on natural landscape elements. During information extraction for tranquility evaluations, both with and without sound stimuli, buildings and facilities, the sky, and vegetation are attractive landscape elements.

1. Introduction

Tranquility is one of the most positive features of the countryside that differentiates it from urban environments, and the importance of the tranquility of the countryside has been recently recognized for the recreational and amenity value. However, the tranquil areas in the countryside are under threat from intrusive developments such as noisy roads and motorways, and the intrusion is influenced by both the sound and visual environments.

While a number of useful conclusions have been made regarding the audiovisual environment of rural landscapes, there is still a lack of studies exploring the visual attention of rural landscapes in tranquility evaluations while considering different sounds. In this research, therefore, the visual attention of landscapes in tranquility evaluations with and without sound stimuli is examined by carrying out eye tracking experiments using Tobii T60XL Eye Tracking equipment—an objective recorder of human eye movement characteristics when dealing with visual information, based on landscape field pictures and sounds collected from typical villages in China, which are undergoing rapid urbanization.

2. Method

The methodology consisted of five steps: (1) collecting audiovisual materials through field investigation, (2) calibrating and editing audiovisual clips, (3) designing experiment conditions, (4) conducting the eye tracking experiment in visual-only conditions, and (5) conducting the eye tracking experiment in audiovisual conditions.

Pictures have been used, as valid landscape surrogates, in a number of perception-based evaluations and eye tracking studies. To avoid various possible variations caused by video clips, in this study landscape pictures were used for eye tracking. They were taken in
traditional rural settlements in Heilongjiang, Jilin, and Liaoning provinces in China, on clear summer days in 2014, at a height of approximately 1.5 m above the ground, with typical angles and panoramic color for landscape pictures. Considering the typical categories of Chinese rural landscapes and certain landscape visual attributes, such as openness, naturalness and traditional architecture, four pictures were selected, with landscape types of a distant view, paddy field, waterscape, and courtyard, respectively.

A FOSTEX FR-2LE high-fidelity audio recorder was used for sound recordings. Two typical sounds including one natural and one artificial sound for each landscape type were recorded in the villages. They were bird twittering and highway traffic sounds for the distant view, cricket chirping and tractor working sounds for the paddy field, water flowing and hawk selling sounds for the waterscape, and cock crowing and construction sounds for the courtyard.

The eight recorded sound signals were calibrated through a dummy head, Sennheiser RS 170 headphones, and 01dB software. Each sound signal was then adjusted to 50 dBA (the mean sound pressure level in the field measurements approximately), and edited as 10-second clips, using Cooledit software. Correspondingly, each picture was displayed in the screen area of eye tracker for 10 s, an appropriate duration for stationary landscapes.

In the visual-only experiments visual aesthetic quality (VAQ) and tranquility were both evaluated, and for audiovisual conditions only tranquility was considered. For VAQ, “ugly” and “beautiful” were chosen as indicators, whereas for tranquility “tranquil” and “noisy” were used. In the experiments the landscapes were asked to evaluated from the prospective of a scenery rather than a dwelling place.

Participants were 20 randomly selected university students, a method commonly used in similar studies on subjective acoustic evaluation, landscape visual evaluation, and eye-tracking test inside the laboratory. They sat in front of the eye tracker in a comfortable and natural way in the eye tracking laboratory. The experimental procedure included a calibration for matching the participant characteristics with the corresponding coordinates of the point-of-regard, and an eye flexibility test, through fixing on a dot moving on a blank screen. Then the visual-only experiment was conducted, where the participants were asked to view the pictures in a random order, with the question of “Please evaluate the landscape presented, is it beautiful or ugly?” After a 20-second break, they were asked to view the pictures randomly again, with a question of “Please evaluate the landscape presented, is it tranquil or noisy?”

The audiovisual experiment was then conducted. The participants were asked to put on headphones and experience the audiovisual environments in a random order with the same evaluation question for tranquility, where one landscape picture was coupled to the two sound signals (natural and artificial sound).

3. Results

The results are based on the analyses of attention areas in heat maps, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), and post-hoc analysis for the four target groups: (a) VAQ without sound stimuli, (b) tranquility without sound stimuli, (c) tranquility with artificial sound, and (d) tranquility with natural sound, and regression analysis for tranquility evaluation.

Before processing the data sets, the inter-rater and intra-group reliabilities of the 20 participants for each picture in each evaluation were calculated, showing inter-rater reliability of 0.923-0.999 (Cronbach’s α) and intra-group reliability of 0.915-0.999 (Intraclass correlation for
Fig. 1 shows the heat maps of the distant view, paddy field, waterscape, and courtyard in eye tracking experiments, which are derived from the fixations of the 20 participants. Note that although the percentage of attention areas occupied in the picture is relatively small, from 0.53 in W(b) to 5.63 in C(c), there are substantial differences among target groups. Generally speaking, the fixations in target group (b) formed more concentrated attention areas than those in target group (a). However, more scattered areas are observed in (c) and (d), namely, the attention areas for tranquility evaluation dispersed under the effects of sounds. Moreover, the visual attention areas differ with the two types of sound.

FIG. 1 Heat maps of representative rural landscapes for four target groups, showing the centers of attention, where red indicates to the most frequently and intensively observed areas, while green presents the least, with varying levels in between. The color scale with fixation counts (auto-increment number starting from 1) is shown for each of the heat map, and the attention areas with medium to the highest counts (namely, from yellow to red) are circled.

More specifically, compared with D(a), the fixations in D(b) are highly focused along the axis of the landscape picture and form a more concentrated attention area, while except for buildings which are frequently observed in D(c), more landscape elements are noticed in D(d), based on broad fixations on trees, meadows, skyline, and the sky. In the paddy field landscape, with the artificial sound of the tractor working, the fixations formed a vertical path from the footpath, and also intermittently focus in a horizontal direction, namely on a road hidden in the woods in P(c), which is entirely unnoticed in P(d). For the waterscape, the difference between with and without sound is much less with artificial sounds than with natural sounds. It is observed that more landscape elements were fixated with natural sounds, such as the landscape facility, vegetation, animals, and revetments in W(d). For the courtyard, unlike the concentrated attention areas appearing along the axis of the landscape in C(b), the attention areas with fixations are much more towards buildings in C(c), also compared with those in C(d). This is possibly because buildings are connected with the construction sound, while natural sound can promote visual...
attention away from non-naturalness to a certain extent. Correspondingly, the landscape elements within marked areas of visual attention are categorized and calculated. As expected, the results of the one-way ANOVA show that there are significant differences (p=0.000) among the four target groups.

Similar results are also obtained in recorded data of eye tracking, including the number of fixations, the fixation duration, the number of gaze points, the StrictAverage X-coordinate of gaze points, and the StrictAverage Y-coordinate of gaze points. More specifically, Table 1 shows the results of post-hoc analysis. From the difference in landscape elements it can be seen that the attention area occupied by vehicle/people is significantly larger in (b) than that in (a). Interestingly, the attention areas of all landscape elements, except vehicle/people, are larger in (c) and (d), than those in (b). It means that vehicle/people attracted a larger fixated area in tranquility without sound stimuli, while sounds expanded the attention areas of the other landscape elements significantly, rather than vehicle/people. The significant differences between (c) and (d) prove that natural sounds promote larger natural attention areas, i.e. sky and water, notably. Considering the differences in recorded data, the fixation duration in (b) is shorter than that in (a), which means the corresponding information extraction and interpretation of the landscape is easier when evaluating tranquility, whereas (c) and (d) are associated with smaller fixation duration and gaze points, but the number of fixations is larger than that in (b), which suggests that compared with visual-only condition the information is easier to extract, although with more searching and thus more visual exploration (larger fixation number) of the landscapes when the tranquility evaluation is directed by sounds.

Table 1 Post-hoc results for the attention areas occupied by landscape elements and the eye tracking data for the four target groups,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target group</th>
<th>Difference in attention areas occupied by landscape elements</th>
<th>Difference in recorded data during eye movement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No-vegetation ground Building and facilities Vehicle/people Vegetation Mountain Sky Water Total fixations Fixation duration Total gaze points Strict Average X-coordinates Strict Average Y-coordinates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a - b</td>
<td>-32 652a 136 0 0 0 0.59 194.25a -2.98 -26.72a -22.44a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b - c</td>
<td>-252a 32 980a 0 0 4 0 4.24a 197.4a 4 34.53a 5.82a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b - d</td>
<td>-116a 604a 424a 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 -18 0 -76a -504.37 214.9a 2.59a 34.26a 26.16a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c - d</td>
<td>136 116 36 556a 32a 12 72a 0 0 4 16 0.45 0.27 0.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results on Active Display Coordinate Millimeters in Table I show that either with natural or artificial sounds the StrictAverage X-coordinate and Y-coordinate of the gaze points are lower than those without sound stimuli in tranquility evaluations. This is possibly because a larger range of gaze points with saccades were spent on searching and focusing corresponding information for tranquility in the visual-only condition, as can be seen in Fig. 2, where a comparison is made on the gaze plot, displaying a static view of the gaze point and visualizing scan paths during eye movement, for the distant view without and with natural sound respectively. Moreover, Table 2 shows the results of a linear regression analysis for tranquility. It can be seen that buildings and facilities and the sky and vegetation are effective elements (Tolerance >0.1, 0<VIF<5) that attracted gaze points and formed the StrictAverage X-coordinate, whereas buildings and facilities, and the sky are the only two landscape elements significantly associated with Y-coordinate locating.
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FIG. 2 Gaze plot of the distant view in tranquility evaluation, (a) without sound and (b) with natural sound.

Table 2 Stepwise linear regression summary for gaze data with different landscape elements in tranquility evaluation. ** p<0.01, *p<0.05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Tolerance</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total gaze points</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buildings and facilities</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-5.04</td>
<td>.000**</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-3.68</td>
<td>.000**</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>2.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetation</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-3.57</td>
<td>.000**</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StrictAverage X-coordinate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetation</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-5.05</td>
<td>.000**</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>-3.05</td>
<td>.003**</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>2.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buildings and facilities</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>.030*</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>2.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StrictAverage Y-coordinate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buildings and facilities</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>.000**</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sky</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-2.42</td>
<td>.016*</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

The results suggest that without sound stimuli, the attention areas of landscapes in tranquility evaluation are more concentrated than those in VAQ evaluation. With sound stimuli, the corresponding information extraction in landscapes is easier in tranquility evaluations than in visual-only conditions, and the attention areas are dispersed significantly, depending on different sounds. Generally speaking, artificial sounds tend to expand visual attention areas to include corresponding artificial landscape elements, while natural sounds can take visual attention towards various elements and promote larger attention areas on natural landscape elements. Buildings and facilities, the sky, and vegetation are attractive landscape elements in tranquility evaluations, with and without sound stimuli.
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